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alsico circular solutions: 
Why do we do it?�

We are at the start of a crucial decade - called “the decade of action” not just by coincidence. If we want to 

stand a chance in keeping global warming to a “manageable” 1.5 degrees, we have to take action now and on a 

large scale. alsico wants to be among the leaders in this.

What do clothing and CO2 have in common? We have been measuring our carbon footprint since 2017. It was 

found that as much as 88% of our emissions come from the materials we purchase. Often as a result of the 

extraction of raw materials and transportation throughout the chain. So, much of it rests with ourselves.

Going for fabrics with recycled materials means eliminating extraction and reducing the chain. We relieve 

the pressure on scarce resources and avoid long and fragile supply chains. The impact on CO2 emissions is 

tremendous. For example: selecting our most sustainable fabric, made with 40% recycled and 60% renewa-

ble content, reduces emissions by as much as two-thirds.

60%

88%

“BY PRODUCING CIRCULAR CLOTHING 
WE CAN REDUCE OUR CO2 EMISSIONS 
BY 60%”

“88% OF OUR CO2 EMISSIONS 
COME FROM THE MATERIALS 
WE PURCHASE.”
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alsico circular solutions: 
Why do we do it?�

Nowadays it comes down to making choices that effectively lower our impact. We have deliberately chosen a 

realistic approach, based on the knowledge and progressive insight we have acquired for feasible solutions. 

We take the principles of the circular economy as our guide.

Quality and longevity of our products must therefore be top priorities. Designing for reuse and recycling fits the 

concept seamlessly.

Recycling plays an important role in reducing the social and environmental impact caused by the life cycle of 

clothing. By recycling clothing, we prevent it from being burned. Burning means we are burdening the environ-

ment, public health and thereby all of society.

Recycling also makes a difference in CO2 emissions. Every kg of clothing you bring to us - thereby saving it from 

the incinerator - means net savings of 0.7 to 1.7kg of CO2**. By using reusable, foldable pallet boxes, made 

from recycled materials, we save an additional 80% on CO2 emissions during transportation.

Unfortunately, sometimes there is no other option but to burn it. In those cases we opt for energy recovery 

burning, a solution that has a much lower impact than landfilling or even processing into pellets for high-

calorific incineration***.

1,7kg“EVERY KG OF CLOTHING YOU BRING TO US - 
THEREBY SAVING IT FROM THE INCINERATOR - 
MEANS NET SAVINGS OF 0.7 TO 1.7KG OF CO2**”

  



  

alsico circular solutions: 
Why do we do it?�

Does this circular approach create jobs? Absolutely! The first step in the circular economy is the extension of 

life span. This can be done by means of clothing repair. Alsico has its own repair service in Ronse, offering jobs 

to people who would otherwise have a hard time on the labour market. The sorting, weighing and storing of 

used clothing provides additional local work.

“WE HAVE A REPAIR SERVICE IN 

RONSE, BY MEANS OF WHICH WE 

CREATE ADDITIONAL LOCAL JOBS.” 

*circular as in the definition by the Ellen Mac Arthur Foundation : design out waste and pollution, keep 

products and materials in use, regenerate natural systems 

** https://zerowasteeurope.eu/2020/03/understanding-the-carbon-impacts-of-waste-to-energy/

*** Jihyun Kim and Sukjae Jeong, 2017, Economic and Environmental Cost Analysis of Incineration and 

Recovery Alternatives for Flammable Industrial

Waste: The Case of South Korea, in Sustainability, 9, p. 16-38
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alsico circular solutions: 
What is it?�

Used work clothes all too often end up in the incinerator. In many cases due to lack of an alternative. That is 

why alsico wants to offer you solutions that are based on the principles of the circular economy. We will take 

back your old clothing and find an appropriate and meaningful reuse for it.

If the clothing is still in good condition or barely worn, we will look at the possibilities for reuse.

Marked clothing will always be destroyed and is therefore not eligible for reuse. The reason for this is simple: 

there is a potential for abuse by people who could wear marked clothing without authorization.

If it concerns ordinary work clothing that is completely worn, then we will fiber it into a non-woven material 

that can serve as acoustic or thermal insulation, or as fabric for new products such as carrier bags.

If there are reflective stripes on the clothing, we will look at whether these can easily be removed so that fa-

brics can be reused or the clothing can be recycled. If not, the clothing will go to energy generation by means 

of high-calorific incineration.

WHAT TYPE OF REUSE? 

“IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, WE GO FOR REUSE. IN 

OTHER CASES, WE RECYCLE CLOTHING INTO 

INSULATION MATERIAL. CLOTHING WITH SENSI-

TIVE LOGOS WILL ALWAYS BE DESTROYED.” 

  

    



  

alsico circular solutions: 
What is it?�

Cutting waste from our production sites goes back into our recycling circuit. Just as with unworn clothing, we 

use unused fabric remnants to make new fibers and fabric.

In specific projects we could join forces to find optimal solutions, such as upcycling of discarded clothing... For 

such projects we work together with a specialized technical consulting firm.

In the circular economy, it’s all about keeping raw materials and materials in the chain at their highest value 

for as long as possible. Alsico designs its clothing with the longest possible lifespan in mind.

 This because recent studies* have shown that life extension and reuse are the most efficient means of drasti-

cally reducing the carbon footprint of clothing.

Alsico employs its own repair shop for small repairs that returns clothing to its full functionality. 

If the clothing is hardly used or not at all (and has no logo on it), we send it to one of our partners 

who can reuse it - for example, the kitchen staff of an NGO in Ethiopia that wears Alsico aprons.

 Or we give them to partners who turn them into good-as-new clothing items - 

an avenue we are exploring with circular designers.

Due to legal requirements, protective clothing cannot be reused in this manner. Whenever it is brought into cir-

culation, protective clothing must have verifiable characteristics, after all. Clothing with sensitive logos must also 

be destroyed after being taken out of circulation, for legal reasons. For this type of clothing, recycling into another 

product remains an interesting avenue.

WHY ARE WE THE PARTNER OF CHOICE FOR YOUR 
CIRCULAR PROJECT?

  



  

alsico circular solutions: 
What is it?�

When the clothing arrives, we sort it by streams:  with and without reflective stripes, always by colour and state 

of use. Next, we look at each stream and decide upon the best technically feasible application available today.

 We only transport when we have sufficient volume per stream.

This means we are ahead of the Expanded Producer Responsibility (UPV) legislation that will take effect in 

January 2025. At the same time, we are also open to all new national and European initiatives in the area of ta-

ke-back and recycling. In the meantime, we make sure that the clothing we make is collected and is guaranteed 

to get the most valuable destination.

For our own clothing we choose the fabrics based on their properties and durability. We do know the source of the 

materials we use and know the composition of our clothing.

Only with that information can we give the clothing a new, high-quality use again. Which is why it is so important 

that you return the clothing you buy from us. *

WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT FOR US 
TO KNOW THE ORIGIN 
OF CLOTHING?

*Levänen et al, 2021, Innovative recycling or extended use? Comparing the global warming potential of 

different ownership and end-of-life scenarios for textiles, Environ.Res. Letter (16)
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alsico circular solutions: 
How does it work?�

Choosing the moment a garment is “worn” is a decisi-
on that is entirely in your hands.

We depend on you to, together with us, look for ways to keep garments in 

use as clothing for as long as possible. For example, by repairing them giving 

them proper maintenance - preferably by specialized laundries. 

Once the life of a garment has come to its end, you can return it to us.

They have to be separated into the following 
categories: 

  Non-used clothing

  Used clothing

  Remnants, cuttings, unused fabric

  Cleanroom clothing

This can be clothing that comes from alsico or from other producers. In the latter case, we will ask you to 

include the origin and composition of the products.

1.

2.

3.

4.

  

    



  

alsico circular solutions: 
How does it work?�

What steps should you follow?

    Go to www.alsico.eu and fill in the application form.

    On the web form, check “Signs a statement establishing liability for contamination

    and cleanliness”. Please note that we only accept washed clothing. And only 

    textiles.

    Clothing may be shipped in pallet boxes or boxes of your choice. No plastics, please!

   It is important that your name/company is marked on the boxes.

    You bring the clothing to alsico. Only on Tuesdays and only with advance notice.

    Shipments that are not according to the rules in the application form will be 

    returned in full at the sender’s expense.    

    After the garments are weighed and sorted, you will receive a certificate stating         

    the kgs of clothing processed, date of delivery and a notification that the clothing is 

    included in the Alsico circular program.

  



Download 

het volledige 

duurzaamheids-

rapport op 

alsico.eu
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alsico circular solutions: 
How does it work?�

alsico circular solutions pricing

    Clothing without reflective bands: 0,25 EUR/kg

    Clothing with reflective bands: 1 EUR/kg

    Both include 0.05 EUR to be deposited in a fund for the research and development 

    of high quality processing. In addition, for each kg of clothing collected, alsico will 

    also pay an additional 0.05 EUR into the fund.

    In our sustainability report, we will transparently communicate the use of that 

    fund.

Thank you for 
choosing us.

  


